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natik, but Moropant returned home when still a youth and joined
Shivaji's army in 1653. The first Peshwa, Shamarajpan, failed
to achieve success in the wars in the Konkan with the Siddhis
and the Savants, and Moropant was sent by his master to retrieve
the loss, and succeeded in his mission. He was constantly engaged
in all the wars of those times, and outlived his master only a
short time. The Peshwaship survived in his family till Shahu
bestowed it upon Balaji Vishvanath in 1714. He was Shivaji's
chief civil adviser, as also his principal military commander, and
there was no man at the time who could be mentioned as more
capable and more devoted to the national interest*
Abaji Sondev was trained in the same school with the
Hanmantes and the Pingles. He was the first to go outside the
Jahagir limits, and take the offensive by attacking Kalyan which,
though retaken several times by the Moghuls, continued to be aii
advanced Maratha outpost in Abaji Sondev's charge, as Subhedar
in the Konkan. He was also, like Moropant, a great builder of
forts. When Shivaji went to Delhi, Abaji and Moropant were left
in charge of the kingdom as advisers of Jijabai. He was first
appointed Mazumdar and his son was appointed Amatva at the
time of the coronation.
Ragho Ballal Atre distinguished himself in the wars with the
Siddis. He took prominent part In the suppression of Chandrarao
More, and it was his chief distinction that the first Pathan soldiers
employed by Shivaji were placed under his command.
Annaji Datto was another Brahman leader who rose to be
Surnis and Pantasachiv in Shiviji's time. He took an active part
in the conquest of Panhala and Rangana, and in the Konfcan wars,
and led the first expedition in the Karnatik, when he plundered,
HublL He had the charge of South Konkan just as Abaji Sondev
and Moropant had the charge of North Konkan and Banian. He
was associated with these commanders in the charge of the
Marafha territory, when Shivaji went to Delhi.
Dattaji Gopinath was Waknis and Mantri in charge of
ShivajFs household affairs, and served Shivaji in the important
mission to Afeulkhan. The famous Sakharam Bapu Bokil of
later Maratha history was descended from this family.
Raoji Somnath was in charge of the Berar conquests, and
served in the Konkan wars also. His father Somnath was Dabir
and foreign minister, and was succeeded by Janardanpant Han-
inante in those posts.
Niraji Raoji was Nyayadtdsh and his son Pralfead was ambas-
sador at (jolconda and in Rajaram's time became Pratiwdhi, in
consequence of his great talents in organizing the defence of Gingi

